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Meet Angela Evans Training 

Hi! I’m Angela, the Owner and Chief Experience Officer of 
Angela Evans Training. My number one goal is to help people, 
and businesses have better days. 

Since my first “real job” (over 30 years ago), I’ve been training 
amazing people to discover and learn new skills that help them 
building stronger relationships, be more efficient and/or just 
have a great attitude and have fun in what they do! 

I bring my 30 years of experience working with people and 
businesses in a number of different industries to your business! I will spend time getting 
to know you and your business, what you want to achieve and designing a custom 
approach to help you succeed. 

What people are saying about Angela 

Deborah, Technical Trainer, Banking: 
“I appreciate the “Yes, and…” to all of participant’s responses. There was not a “that’s 
not the right answer,” or “you’re wrong.” Angela fosters a safe, positive learning 
environment where we can all speak our minds. Angela is engaging in leading this 
course. I learned a lot and look forward to bring all this good info back to my role.” 

Meghan, Project Manager, Pharmaceuticals 
“Amazing Training! I love that Angela took the time to sit and learn about us, our job and 
our frustrations to then apply in the training. Everyone took something way and all were 
engaged during the entire training.” 

Cadie, Administration Associate, Banking 
“This training was very helpful and informative. Angela did a great job fearlessly 
engaging and leading the room. She also was fantastic at answering questions.” 

Ivy, Service Delivery Manager, Insurance 
“I participated in this workshop with Angela Evans, and I cannot say enough great 
things about her. Angela brings such warmth and enthusiasm to the topics she 
presents. She has an extraordinary ability to connect with the audience and keep them 
engaged. In addition, her stellar delivery enables the listener to really absorb the 
information. Thank you for including me in this valuable workshop. It was excellent use 
of my time!” 

Who we’ve helped 

Williams Lea, Tag, Selective Insurance, Ropes & Grey, Sherman & Sterling, 
Paul Hastings, UBS, NY Chamber Of Commerce, VNSNY, OWL: Ophthalmic 
World Leaders, NJAWBO, Bobby Jones’ CSF, Wise Advantages, Geller, HFS 
Company, Kobre & Kim, Orrick, Osterman, PowerSchool, Rue Insurance 


